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Highlights: 

Trading hours for the Ag commodities have been set from 5PM-2PM Chicago Time, with the settlements based off the CBOT pit 

close of 1:15PM Chicago Time.  Talk is that the pit will eventually close at 2PM along with the electronic platform.  There is also 

talk that the pit trade may open up around 715-730AM. On USDA report days there may be a 1 hour suspension of trade, allowing 

the trade to sift through the numbers for a brief period before trading resumes for the day. 

 

Forecasts are suggesting that the Midwest weather conditions could turn wetter later in the week and into the weekend.  The hot/dry 

weather conditions in the Black Sea region appear to be looking much wetter over the next 10 days as well. 

 

Corn:  

The corn market traded weaker all day on fund selling, rapid planting, excellent crop conditions and expected rain events later this 

week and into the weekend.  July corn was pressured from long liquidation and old crop/new crop spread activity, finishing the day 

down 26 cents at $6.07 1/4 cents. The December corn closed the day down 12 cents at $5.28 3/4.      

  
   The N/Z corn spread went from a 90 cent plus inverse to 70 cent plus inverse on improved country movement and softening basis 

levels over the past week.  Concerns of tight old crop stocks are waning with ideas that the new crop corn will be ready in plenty 

of time.   

   Pollination is estimated to be near 50% complete by the fourth of July, escaping the extreme July heat, setting the stage to realize 

big yields this year. 

 The nearby corn broke the $6.00 support level, dipping down to $5.95-$5.96 shortly before the pit close.  The electronic platform 

rebounded slightly during the extended 45 minutes of trade to close the July at $6.01 1/4, down 31 3/4 cents.   

    
Oilseeds: 

July soybeans finished the day 31 1/2 cents lower at $13.81 on the electronic platform.  The November contract closed over 25 cents 

lower at $12.80 1/4.  The soy complex traded weaker all day on a strong US$, weakness in the energy markets and fund selling. 

 
 The soybean market was also pressured on talk that China may slowdown or cancel purchases of raw materials and possibly soy-

beans.      

 A recent drop in the value of the Brazilian Real has spurred thoughts of increased soybean plantings, estimating total production 

at 80.0 tonnes.  This compares to the latest USDA projection of 78.0 tonnes for the 2012-13 marketing year. 

 There is talk that China will plant less soybeans for 2012-13, taking their soybean production to 12.5 tonnes versus 13.5 tonnes 

estimated for this year and the USDA estimate of 13.76 tonnes for 2012-13.  
  

Wheat: 

The wheat market traded lower in sympathy with the row crops and strength in the US$.  The Jul/Sep wheat contracts closed the 

day 14-18 cents lower, while the December contracts were 12-14 cents lower. The July contract closed at $6.86 1/2 in Chicago, 

$7.01 in KC and $7.81 3/4 in Mpls.     
  
  The Ukraine and Russian wheat crops are estimated at 12.0 mmt and 52.0 mmt respectively. This compares to the latest USDA  

estimate of 13.0 and 56.0 respectively. 

 Wheat harvest in Kansas is expected to begin this weekend and next week.  Early thoughts are that the Kansas crop will turn out 

to be in the 350 million bushel area versus talk of pushing 380-400 million bushels earlier, because of hot/dry conditions.   
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 The U.S. stock market rallied early in the session, but weakness in commodity markets and late word that the Prime Minister of 

Greece said preparations were being made to exit the euro pulled the index into the red.  As of late afternoon, the S&P 500 was down 

5 points at 1311. 

 Weakness in the Japanese yen versus the dollar was a major feature of currency markets today after a credit downgrade from Fitch 

and speculation that the Bank of Japan will move to boost monetary stimulus.  The U.S. dollar index was up 1%, or .793 at 81.738 in 

afternoon trade.  Euro weakness was linked to Germany’s rejection of France’s call for euro zone governments to issue common 

bonds.  The disagreement highlights the difficulty the new government in France and Merkel’s German government are having in 

coming to an agreement. 

 Redbook retail sales data showed 2.7% growth versus 3.7% previous week, a bit soft. 

 Existing home sales of 4.62 vs. close to expectations of 4.61 (Bloomberg consensus).  4.62 is up 3.4% from revised March num-

ber.  This is the first rise in three months, and offers some stability to the industry outlook. 

 The Richmond Fed manufacturing index came in weak at 4, down from 14 last month and expectations for 11.  It points to slow 

growth in the mid-Atlantic region, and comes in between the Empire State (positive) and Philly Fed (negative) from last week. 

July / Dec corn spread 
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Spot Basis Recap CIF Gulf (change) PNW (change) Domestic (change) 

Corn +78/82N  (dn.07– dn.09) +140N   (up .05) +60N (unch) Decatur, IL 

Soybeans +45/55N   (dn.06-dn.07) +105N   (down$.10) -21N  (up .05) Mankato, MN 

SRW +38/50N   (dn.06-dn.04)  NA -5N    (unch) Chicago, IL 

HRW +102N  (dn.03) +90/105N   (unch) +85/100N (unch) KCBT 12.0% 

HRS NA +150N   (unch) +140/160N (unch / up.05) MGEX 14.0% 
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Futures Price Summary 

Calendar Spread Recap 

Exchange Month High Low Settle Change % Change 30-day Volatility

Corn CBT JUL 12 634.75 595 597 (36.00) -5.7% 33%

Soybeans CBT JUL 12 1417.75 1375 1382.25 (30.25) -2.1% 22%

Soybean Meal CBT JUL 12 419 404 405 (11.50) -2.8% 30%

Soybean Oil CBT JUL 12 51.28 50.35 50.46 (0.46) -0.9% 16%

Wheat CBT JUL 12 702.25 681.75 685.5 (18.50) -2.6% 35%

KC Wheat KCB JUL 12 717 697.5 701.5 (13.50) -1.9% 32%

Minneapolis Wheat MGE JUL 12 799.75 780 780.5 (16.25) -2.0% 23%

European Milling Wheat EOP NOV 12 216.5 212.75 214.5 (2.00) -0.9% 20%

Chinese Corn DCE SEP 12 2410 2401 2405 (3.00) -0.1% 6%

Chinese Soybeans DCE JAN 13 4345 4324 4334 (5.00) -0.1% 11%

Malaysian Palm Oil MDE AUG 12 3127 3090 3110 12.00 0.4% 21%

Argentine Soybeans RFX JUL 12 350.5 350 350.5 0.00 0.0% 14%

Brazilian Soybeans BMF SEP 12 30.5 30.5 30.86 (0.36) -1.2% 0%

Winnipeg Canola WCE NOV 12 568.9 559 559.9 (2.70) -0.5% 14%

European Canola EOP AUG 12 469.75 465.75 466.5 (2.50) -0.5% 17%

Spreads Exchange Month High Low Settle Change

Corn CBT N12-U12 86 70.75 71 (13.50)

Soybeans CBT N12-Q12 19.75 15 17.5 0.75

Wheat CBT N12-U12 -9.75 -12.5 -12 (2.00)

KC Wheat KCB N12-U12 -13.25 -15.25 -15 (1.25)

Mpls. Wheat MGE N12-U12 3.25 0.75 1.25 (0.50)
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